“Learning gives creativity,
Creativity leads to thinking,
Thinking leads to knowledge,
Knowledge makesyou
great.”
― Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
SH. RAM KARANHOODA
CHAIRPERSON, TLS
The Little Shri School exemplifies the fact that sky is not the limit in the pursuit of excellence. The
aim of our school is to promote a system of integral education in a congenial child-friendly
environment and recognize the fact that each child is unique.
We at TLS, believe that education should enable the students to soar high - morally, socially and
spiritually. We believe that our students need to learn that the secret of success and contentment
lies in discovering one's own strengths as well as limitations.
Our school’s objective is to continue being recognized as a torch bearer of leading education
methods and an institution that has students defining a future not only for them but for the world
as well. We have and will continually strive for brighter and more secure prospects for our children.
Right from its inception to now, our school has marched forward to spread the light of education
and paved the path of academic excellence for every student. The core values continue to remainHonesty, Responsibility and Accountability, Sensitivity and Pride in One’s Own Culture.
My sincere thanks to the school’s Principal, teachers and other staff members without whom
these successes – big and small – would not have been possible. They not only teach the children
the subjects but also inculcate values of commitment, zealousness and pride in everything they
do.

Our School Magazine - ‘‘आरोग्य – Wellness Inside out’’ is a milestone that marks our growth,
unfolds ourimaginations, and gives life to our thoughts and aspirations. It unleashes a wide spectrum
of creative skills ranging from writing to editing and even in designing the magazine. I congratulate
the entire editorial team for their hard work and dedication that has resulted in the publication of
another issue of School Magazine.

MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGEMENT
At The Little Shri School, Rohtak, we hone the
academic skills, fine-tune the aesthetic senses and
work towards building a holistic culture that values
the individuality of each pupil, helping them realize
their innate potential.
Children are encouraged to explore and revel in the
joy of learning. Rote learning is discouraged and
Research Based Learning is the norm, where each
SH. MAYANK KARAN
pupil is guided through an individualized work plan
HOODA
in consonance with his/her potential, thereby
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TLS providing a complete learning experience.
We believe that Education’s purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open
one. We are of the
conviction that giving roots of values is significant so that our pupils remain firmly
rooted to the ground.
We give our students wings of ambition, so that they can soar like falcons to touch
the skies and endeavor to make them global citizens who can look beyond
geographical boundaries and promote a culture of peace and universal
brotherhood.
I am indeed happy to learn that TLS, Rohtak is publishing its School Magazine
‘आरोग्य -Wellness Inside- out’ for the session 2021-22.
The school magazine provides an opportunity to the students to showcase their
talent and explore their creative potential. I am sure that the matter incorporated
in the magazine will project the needs of tomorrow and help the policy makers to
incorporate the innovative ideas for the progress of our country.
I extend my best wishes for successful publication of the school magazine.
May we continue to give our students strong roots like the Banyan Tree and
stronger wings to conquer the world!!

MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR
LEADING THROUGH CHANGE!

Ms. SAVITA DALAL,
DIRECTOR, TLS

This global pandemic has changed how we all live our lives.
Teachers and students too have adapted this new lifestyle
where inclusion of technology has become an integral part of
education now. TLS strives to provide holistic education through
understanding of technology and moral values, which must go
hand in hand to lead a harmonious life in this fast paced world.
A person with good moral values will always find ways to make
the best use of technology to make the society better.

The year has been challenging for everyone and more so for school going students. But
challenges have a unique quality of bringing out the best in us. It teaches us to think creatively
and build our resilience, something that has helped humans to survive and thrive for so many
years.
ASSURED OF OUR PLACE UNDER THE PEDAGOGIC SUN
Innovation, improvisation and adjustments have been the key to our response towards
education in Covidtimes.
As a new academic session begins, it is once again time to reboot ourselves and our way of
thought and action. The pandemic taught us a lot, and one universal learning was to expect
the unexpected. The teaching-learning process and approach has seen a significant paradigm
shift. Our resilience and determination through the last 12 months have been commendable.
May the light at the end of the tunnel that we have been waiting for bring with it happy, safe
and meaningful experiences for all of us.
Here's wishing everyone a wonderful new academic session.... a new beginning in more ways
than one!
Happy Reading,Everyone!

MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL
“The measure of intelligence
is the ability to change.”AlbertEinstein
MS. SHINA SINGH
PRINCIPAL, TLS
CHANGE, well this small word has a very big meaning. Change is
inevitable. It is unstoppable. It can be constructive or destructive.
Whatsoever change is like a cycle, never ending. People change with
time, some for good and others by choice. I feel its okay to change
with time. You grow as a person and gain life experiences. Over a long
period, our experiences mould our perceptions in a certain way. Each
of the experiences we have no matter how brief or prolonged,
impacts our understanding of the world by a tiny bit.
Nothing is more certain in life than change and the need to adapt to
changes in our lives to live life successfully. Last year was a year fullof
changes. Everyone’s life took a three sixty degree turn. But best part
was to see how everyone coped with the demanding situation at
hand. Be it ‘Online Classes’ or ‘Work form Home’; we found out ways
to keep on moving and that is the human extinct that we are going to
focus on in our school magazine this year. The Shri-ites have
beautifully expressed their thoughts and taken us on an odyssey from
prehistoric times to the current day. We hope that you enjoy this
enriching amalgamation ‘आरोग्य – Wellness Inside out’ of thoughts!
Happy Reading!

LAKSHITA
God is the excuse crafted by mortals to justify all their mistakes.
Yet it does not mean the prayer sent to this omnipotent power
is in vain. It’s a matter of how you perceive the prayers. To me
personally Prayer is a way to vocalize our aspirations allowing
us to navigate through these dark and deep waters of life with a
ray of sunshine. This sunshine is what most people call Hope. A
Prayer is a way to welcome hope into our lives and let go of
uncertainty. As a student, there is always a cloud of uncertainty
hovering above you. What stream to choose, which major to
pick and the dreading one: which career path to go down .But
prayers help you reflect on your life in order to affect the
outcome. So, I would like to conclude by saying that the power
of prayer is majestic.

PARUL
Power of prayer means address to God in a word or thought said
as a prayer for success. It comes from our heart. It cannot be a job
or speech or something else. There are many casts, sects and
religions in India. We are from different religion like Hindu,
Muslim, Sikh, Christian and Jain. All these religion teach us to pray
to God but we are praying to God in different ways, time and
places. God is very kind, his blessings are distributed equally in all
people who are praying to him. He has gifted many things which
are free of cost. We must remember him and pray to him
expressing our thanks. Prayer is a must for everyone. We can’t do
anything without prayers. Prayer is the most powerful weapon.

ADDVIT VERMA
“A healthy outside starts from inside!”
Health is a very important aspect in our lives,
especially in children or more accurately,
students. To keep oneself fit and healthy, one
should do yoga and meditation. Health and
meditation can prove beneficial for a student
as it has direct effects on their performance. If
a student keeps his mind calm and composed,
he can understand things better and faster.
This makes a good environment around. This
also helps them to be healthy always and
never miss anything. Also it makes them
improve in academics and activities.

DEEPANSHU
Meditation and yoga can contribute directly to
improve mental focus and concentration
among students. It involves long, deep, slow
breathing, as well as coordination of mental
concentration. Yoga combines strength and
flexibility, with relaxation and meditation.
Meditation allows us to know ourselves better,
helping us feel more relaxed and peaceful. It
Increases students’ level of physical, mental,
and emotional awareness. Yoga can help with
this, by reducing stress and adding confidence
to help make our mind clear and produce a
sense of peace.

JASMEET
What is yoga?
Yoga is a physical, mental and spiritual practice
that originated in ancient India. This ancient
practice calms the mind and body, relieves
stress, and boost brain function.
What are the benefits of yoga for students?
1. Students who meditate perform better in
school and handle academic stress more
efficiently.

2. Yoga can help students by reducing stress and
adding confidence to help make our mind clearer
and produce a sense of peace.
3. Students who do yoga experience improved
immune system and less stress.
What is meditation?
Meditation can be defined as a set of techniques
that are intended to encourage a heightened
state of awareness and focused attention.
What are the benefits of meditation for students?
1. Research has linked meditation to a rise in IQ
levels, improved mental function, and higher
grades.
2. Regular meditation practice helps students to
reduce blood pressure, anxiety symptoms and
depression.
3. Daily meditation helps students in regulating
emotions and behavior.

SURYANSH
For a completely healthy bodily function, both yoga
and meditation are of great importance, Practicing
yoga can improve physical as well as mental health of
an individual whereas meditation provides peace of
mind and control over the body. All of these activities
have been shown to help increase the body’s
relaxation response and to reduce the production of
adrenaline that leads to anxiety. Through meditation
and yoga, we tend to control adrenaline level as well
as the stressors that cause it and can contribute
directly to anxiety, nervousness and the distracting
mental chatter that can build up when we are stressed
out. Thus any activity that can help combat these
issues can also help improve your overall mental
focus. Through the practice of yoga, you can become
more aware of your emotional, mental and physical
health.
SO TAKE CARE OF YOUR BODY, AS IT IS ONLY THE
PLACE WHERE YOU HAVE TO LIVE IN.

AKSHARA
Yoga requires students to have a strong feeling towards
achieving their goals and giving maximum efforts.
Students who take up yoga and meditation as their daily
routine can have a better quality of life than those who
avoid themselves from incorporating them. It relieves
stress among students that can allow them to shatter the
obstacles in their academic lives in a better way. As
meditation techniques requires strong attention, it help
students to concentrate in difficult situations such as:
• Meeting deadlines
• Preparing for exams
• Getting good marks
• Daily homework
The feeling of coolness released by a person’s body
during yoga can help them gain clarity of mind and feel
fresh to tackle academic challenges. Furthermore, this
will help students maintain their spirits as well as
motivate others. This will enable them to make friends,
interact with new people and be the person that people
want to be around.
Yoga and meditation are often considered as a good
source of relaxation as they lower blood pressure
.Additionally, by doing yoga on a daily basis, students can
obtain a better immune system thus a healthier body.
They can also give students a sharper clarity that is
required to think with a different perspective and make
rational decisions. This further enables students to keep
their emotions in control and analyze the outcome of
their reaction with every aspect of their lives.

DISHA
‘Yoga and Meditation prove beneficial for students ’
In this Corona period, students are most affected.
Even due to lockdown, staying inside their homes,
makes them irritated, which may affect their studies
as well as their health. So, the best way suggested by
the doctors, to stay calm, is to meditate. Meditation
allows them to know themselves better, helping
them feel more relaxed and peaceful. It seems to
increase students' level of physical, mental and
emotional awareness.

Yoga can help reduce stress and add confidence to help
make your mind clearer and produce a sense of peace.
Many students find that yoga helps with controlling
emotions and increases the ability to deal with situations
that are frustrating.

Yoga and Meditation lead to balanced blood
pressure, decreased absenteeism and
tardiness, enhanced confidence level, sleep,
relief from headache, improved calmness, a
sharper mind and better grades. These kinds of
exercises are very beneficial for students.

GEETIKA
A student always aims to achieve academic
excellence which is only possible when he/she is
healthy. Health is the state of complete mental,
physical and social well being and yoga helps us
maintain good health. It is scientifically proven
that yoga improves memory, improves
concentration level, and keeps anxiety away.
Thus, ensuring complete mental well being. Yoga
also improves physical wellbeing as well. Several
studies show that yoga reduces fatigue, keeps the
mind and body refreshed and boosts immunity.
Thus ensuring that our body is away from
diseases and is perfectly fit and fine .Importance
of yoga is also mentioned in our ancient Indian
texts and today it is accepted worldwide that yoga
is very beneficial to us, especially students. In fact
21st of June is celebrated as International Yoga
Day each year worldwide. So why not we make
each day as a yoga day .It is rightly said that” You
cannot control what goes outside but you can
always control what goes inside.” Thus I feel that
yoga is the best way for this.
Thank You!

KARTIK
Yoga is system of exercises for the body that
involves breathe control and helps relax both
your mind and body. The most beneficial part of it
is that it improves strength, balance and flexibity.
Yoga helps to make children physically fit and
active. Meditation helps us students in increasing
their concentration power which helps children
remember easily what they learn. People who
practice yoga are more in tune with their bodies.
They may be more sensitive to felling of fullness.
“Yoga is a mirror to look at ourselves from
within”.

SURYANSH JAKHAR
When I spend time with nature, I find peace inside
my heart. The soothing music of nature played by
birds, leaves and wind makes me feel enthusiastic.I
hear the rustling of dried leaves, chirping of birds
and the whooshes of air. When the sun shines
brightly, I lay down underneath the shade of a tree
which acts like an umbrella. It feels like I'm in a
whole other dimension filled with melody, peace
and joy. Spending time with nature really is an
experience like no other.

DEVANSH –
I feel good when I spend time with nature.
When I feel angry I spend time with nature, it
makes all my anger cool down and makes me
feel happy. Nature gives us various things likefruits, nice fragrance of flowers and fresh cool
water and many other things .When I am sad it
makes me happy. When I swim in the cool
water in summers and hot springs in winter, it
makes me feel relaxed by taking away all my
stress.

KASHVI RATHEE –
Spending time with nature to me is very s erene and
pea ceful, it helps us to connect to our roots and to
rea lize that we too a re a part of nature. It also helps
me to connect with myself and have a great time
whi le doing so. Also, It makes you realize how
compl ex yet s imple nature is.
Bei ng s urrounded by nature in a garden makes me
feel cut off from the entire world and forgetting
a bout everything except the beauty a round me.

ISHITA –
Nature is so beautiful that it fills us with joy
even if we are very tensed and unhappy. I also
feel very happy and relaxed when I spend
time with nature. When I hear the chirping of
birds and see the greenery, clean rivers and
icy mountains around me, it fills me with joy. I
get very delighted and forget everything when
it rains and I feel the cool air blowing. I love to
spend time with this wonderful and peaceful
nature that God has gifted us

RAKSHITA –
I feel very calm, stress-free, and feel very great when I
spend time with nature. It helps me to boost my immune
system and my thoughts. I feel very nice when I spend
time with nature, the feeling that comes from within me
states that I am getting healed by the antibodies of
happiness. I feel very nice when I feel nature. I feel
energetic and the feeling which comes, I think I can’t
express in words because that is the feeling only that
person can understand who spends time and can feel
that experience with the nature. I can feel the songs
played by the wind. That calmness helps me to boost up
and refreshes me every time.
Rightly said by someone "When one tug at a single thing
in nature, he finds it attached to the rest of the world."

TEJAS –
When I spend time with nature, I am always happy and
listen to the voice of nature, of birds and insects. When I
get tired or my mood is upset I like to go to some garden
where there is peace all around. Where no one is speaking,
talking and there is complete silence. Nature helps me to
uplift my mood. Since my childhood, I have liked spending
time with nature and plant some trees; I also used to go in
fields to feel nature, its sound and also liked to see plants
growing. From childhood, till now I have always loved
spending time in the lap of nature.

SHAURYA –
Mother nature gave us everything which we need.
This is the reason I spend most of my time with
mother nature. Mother nature is like one of my best
companions. Whenever I am sad, I sit under a tree,
and I start feeling better. I spent this time with
nature because it is far away from the noise of the
city. I feel as if I am in some other dimension where
there is peace all around. I also feel very nice and
energetic. This is the reason why I like mother
Nature.

AADITYA
My favorite recreational activity is drawing!
Drawing is a fantastic way to release stress. Any
person can do it. It is also a wonderful way to make
a boring paragraph look attractive and interesting.

We can make our own funny, angry, bored, or excited
cartoons which look funny in real.
Drawing Takes your mind off things- Making a
drawing can take your mind off whatever is stressing
you, at least for a few minutes. It’s difficult to keep
ruminating on your problems when you are focused
on creating. If your problem stays with you, you can
incorporate them into your creations. Once you are
done, you will get a clearer head with which to tackle
your problems again.
Draw what you feel- Draw your stress.
Drawing abstract art represents on what is stressing
you. It can help you express emotions that may be
difficult to put into words.
Start colouring- These days, colouring isn’t for kids.
DAYS ARE ALSO MODERN NOW, NOT JUST YOU!!!!
Adult colouring books can be especially relaxing for
those who don’t feel artistic, but still want to create
beautiful pictures.

like this………..
KARTIK PHOGAT
My favourite recreational activity is watching the
night sky. I have a telescope which helps me in
observing moon, planets and stars in the sky. I feel
very happy on seeing Jupiter, Saturn and moon.
They appear very clear through my telescope. It
helps me to release all my stress.

It gives me immense pleasure and joy at the end
of the day. It helps me to be patiente and have a
focused mind in observing stars and planets. My
parents and I sit together, laugh and talk about
different stars, planets and other objects in the
sky. It is really time well spent with family
members when we all sit down together after a
hectic day. On observing the night sky I realize
how tiny we are in this vast universe.
KAVISH GULATI
Dancing is my recreational activity and it reduces
my stress. We know that dancing is fun, but it’s
also a great form of exercise. Many people are so
engaged with fun and learning that they’re not
even aware of how much exercise they’re
actually doing. Like any other form of cardio
exercise, dancing seems to have mood-enhancing
benefits. Dancing causes our body to release
endorphins — a chemical in the brain that acts as
natural painkillers — and also improves the
ability to sleep, which in turn reduces stress. So,
put on your dancing shoes and let’s get
moving..!! For children, dance is a great way of
self-expression and grows whilst remaining active
and engaged. Recreational dance is a great way
for us to gain confidence in ourselves whilst
having a good time.
VARNIT JAIN
My favorite recreational activities are:yoga ,meditation, exercise
Exercise and other activities produce endorphinschemical in the brain that act as natural
painkillers-and also improves the ability to sleep
and reduces stress. Some more recreational
activities that help in reducing stress are:A quick exercise
Doing something tactile
Giving yourself a massage
Deep breathing etc.
Everyone should give at least thirty minutes in
the morning to our body doing exercise, for
internal peace and to reduce stress. The best way
to reduce stress is to do recreational activities.

KAVYA
Mus i c is a language of emotion that can represent different feelings a nd barge into the soul with no boundaries or
l i mitations. Music is said to enhance i ntelligence and focus, i mproves mental health, and boosts the immune sys tem as
wel l as self – esteem and confidence. It can be used to relax, to boost a nd l ift our mood, or to i mprove concentration.
Mus i c can also be used to aid i nsomnia, helping i nduce a deeper sleep. Music can help us focus, ca n help us to express our
feelings, increase our level of creativity, to relax, to improve our mood, relive our anxiety, Because of i ts rhythmic and
repetitive aspects, music calms us and reduces i mpulsivi ty. We often utilize music to match or alter our mood. For
exa mple, listening to music while driving ca n positively rock mood instantly. In a ddition, listening to music can largely
a ffect on a person's mi nds and a person's body.

RITIK MALIK
Do you know there are many benefits to listen music? If no. I will tell you about i t. Music can s oothe the broken heart,
moti va te you, but also has some serious scientific benefits for our health and overall wellbeing. Listening to music not only
i mproves memory function, increase ra te of healing improve our workout speeds a nd more. Pa tients with memory l oss can
often remember songs a nd s pecific s ong lyri cs. Doctors will often recommend music to us if there is memory l oss. The beats
of the music touch and shake our mind to remember everything. Music beats heat or mi nd to re -call every. Researches from
the MARCS i nstitute for brain, behavior and development have found that music helps brain to i ncrease memory a nd
retention as well as maximizes learning capabilities. Our brain tri ggers particular, emotions, memories a nd thoughts, which
often l eads to more positive effects toward mental health.

KANISHK
Mus i c literally changes the brain. Neurological researchers have found that listening to music tri ggers therelease of
s everal neurochemicals that play a role i n brain function and mental health: dopamine, a chemical associated with
pl easure and “reward” centers. Music simply that i t refreshes our mi nd. So listening to music refreshes our mind and soul.

VARUN BHASIN
Al l of us enjoy l istening to music, in fact music contributes to our mental wellness also.
If we a re sad and we listen to happy s ongs, our mood becomes happy. It means music changes our mood according to
the type of the music like- happy, peaceful, sad and music with beats. I ca n give examples from my own experience EXAMPE- 1- One da y I was feeling very s tressed and a bit angry then I sat with my gra ndfather a nd started listening to
pea ceful music then s uddenly I started feeling peaceful and very ca lm.
EXAMPE-2- One da y I was feeling very l azy and ti red so I turned on the radio and started listening to s ongs with beats
a nd then I s tarted feeling energetic a nd extremely happy
EXAMPLE-3-One da y I had a fight with my s mall brother and we both were sad then we started l istening to happy
s ongs and our mood became happy.

ISHIKA SINGH
SRISHTI
“The a im of art is not the outward appearance, but the inward
s i gnificance.”

ANGEL
Art i s a beautiful medium of s elf expression. Not by s peaking a
l a nguage but by feeling the emotions in that a rt. Art i s not any one
thi ng i t is everything creative and something that can express itself
“Art” Wha t does this word actually mean? Some of you might think it by ma ki ng others feel a nd fl ow with it. You ca nnot be forced to
perform a specific art i t is your choice which form of art you want
i s a ll a bout the drawing we make in s chool or the crafts we love
ma ki ng on holidays. Well, that is not true. Anything that helps us
to perform. You will never get out of options and opportunities as
expressing our feeling a bout a topic i n this whole wide world comes a l l this earth and universe themselves a re the biggest a nd most
bea utiful pieces of art . However whenever I feel a ngry or sad I do
under art. Whether, it is wri ting s tories or poems, or dancing and
s i nging a nd even the drawings and crafts, come under arts. Art i s a di fferent kinds of art l ike drawing on a chalk board , baking
recrea ting of ca rtoons on computer, decorating my pup, dancing,
bea utiful medium to express ourselves. Not only do the topics we
choos e express our feelings, but the form of art we choose does too. l i stening a nd s inging s ongs, although I am not very good at i t but i t
If we l ike dance and music, then we l ike to express ourselves through ma kes me feel better. All these activi ties might feel odd but as you
our body movements. If we l ike drawing, then we enjoy vi sualizing know a rt is everything creative and something that ca n express
our thoughts, and i f we enjoy writing short poems and stories, then i ts elf by making others feel and flow with i t and most i mportantly
gi ve the person joy, s o i t is great. No art i s small or big, it is:we enjoy writing and speaking and telling people how we feel in a
s i mple yet deep manner. Art ha s helped me a lot, to calm myself.
a bi lity of
Whenever I feel overwhelmed, I always write i n my diary and let it all R- recrea ting
out. Or dra w s omething ra ndom just for the fun of i t, sing a s ong, do T - ti me’s beauty a nd elegance .
a few dance s teps, whatever ma tches my mood.
JAIDITYA
“Art wa s hes away from the soul the dust of everyday l ife.” – Pa blo
Bennie Wallace once said:
“Art i s s elf-expression, i f we are expressing someone else’s
Pi ca sso
pers onality, that is not art.”
Art i s a very beautiful medium of s elf expression, i t is not only
dra wing a nd painting but dance, music, singing and literature, they
NISHTHA JAIN
Art i s a way to express our feelings or thoughts either i n a beautiful a re a lso different types of a rt forms.
Through art we can express our feelings to the audience; the
or a ba d form. It helps us to remain calm and composed by
di s tracting us i n writing stories or poems. Beautiful paintings on wall performance of our a rt can be based on a real l ife i ncident or
a re s ame as a n adorable scene; they help us to express our i deas. It i ma gination of the artist. In my l ife, art plays a huge role whenever
i s a source of information for everyone. Through Art we ca n express I feel stressed or exhausted, I s pend some time to do a rt activities
our pers onal vision or already a wareness, l ike- to spread awareness l i ke listening to music, dancing or drawing. It makes my body a nd
a bout saving water most people use a rt like drawings, dance, music, mi nd calm and brings back my energy. This practice helps me to
s tori es, poems etc. The people i n the past used a rt only to tell the
ma nage my temper a nd behaviour. In this way a rt makes my l ife
new generation about them, their kingdoms. The history tha t we
s mooth a nd s erene.
ANSH AHLAWAT
s tudy today is, was and will be a form of art to describe life in the
pa s t.
Art i s a beautiful medium of expressing your ideas on a page. No
ma tter how difficult the s kill is you a lways get a better result, the
SANVI
ART i s a beautiful medium of expressing oneself in a precise a nd
more you pra ctice art, the more beautifully you ca n express your
a ccura te manner. ART i sn't just drawing or painting. Anything that i deas. Art i s not just a skill to learn, it is a great medium to express
you a re passionate about can be called your art e.g.- dancing, singing, your i deas without having to tell them verbally. You can always
poetry. Now coming to the main point. How does art helped me to s tart drawing no matter where you are with just a pencil a nd a
pa per, this is why whenever I need to calm down, I s tart drawing.
rema in calm a nd composed? The simple answer to this is that a rt
gi ves me confidence a nd s elf-esteem which keeps me happy. Some But a rt i s not just a bout drawing or even just drawing with a pen or
s tudies suggest that art ca n be very va l uable in treating issues like pencil, i t’s a lot more than that, for example-pottery, painting,
depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder and even some da ncing, singing etc. Art ca n never let you down with endless
phobias. It is a great way to express your emotions without words. pos sibilities you can go for. Thus, art i s not just a bout drawing, it i s
Here a re some mental health benefits of art: • Self-discovery • Stress a beautiful a nd extraordinary way of expressing your thoughts,
rel i ef • Emotional release • Self-esteem. Once a wise person said ‘Art i deas a nd vi ews
s peaks when words a re unable to explain’ .

ANIKA
ISHIKA SINGH
Happiest people in my life are my family
The love of family and the admiration of friends are members. A family is one of the greatest gift God
more important than wealth and privilege.
has given to all living creatures on earth including
According to me, the happiest people are those
humans. It is a privilege to have a happy family as
who have a lovingly family and true friends. We
not everyone in the world has it.
need our family and friends as pillars for supporting The joy of living with your parents, fighting with
us in bad times and being happy with us in our good your siblings over petty things can just make you
times. Someone with whom we can talk and
smile the moment you think of it. I have a very
express ourselves, are our family and friends. They loving and caring family. My family always makes
help in enhancing our mental well-being. We need a me laugh and smile. I love my family.
sense of belonging around ourselves and some
DIGVIJAY KATARIA
people who can always guide us to the correct path According to me the people who help other
of life. We always need a hand to lift us up. They
people are the happiest. They always give a
push us to be our best and help us to thrive for
helping hand to the needy which makes the
success.
person feel special and privileged. Well said, “A
SALONI
person in need is a person indeed”. The needy
According to me the happiest person in the world is people also give blessings and a “thank you” with
a person who has a family. The person that has a
big smile ☺ which makes our day and we feel
family is so grateful as the family provides a person happy. So I would like to conclude that we should
unconditional love and affection. Many people think always do our best to help someone in need. It
that money buys everything. But money cannot buy will surely help them and also make our day the
happiness which can only be received through a
best one.
family. Scolding of a mother is only found in a family ANVI ATRI
not anywhere else in the whole world. I am very
Relationships are the most important overall
grateful as I also have a loving and caring family.
contributor to happiness. People with strong and
LOKESH
broad social relationships are happier, healthier
According to me in my life there are so many people and live longer. Close relationships with family and
who are happiest but the one person who comes in friends provide love, meaning, and support thus
my mind is my friend, his name is Vishal. He is the increase our feelings of self worth. Genuinely
happiest person because in his house his parents
happy people don’t stress or worry over what
allow him to do everything. Like he can play on
others thinks about them. Instead, they think of
phone or laptop anytime. And it’s his decision
themselves based on who they are and how they
whether he will study or not. In his family his father behave. This is primarily about being able to look
and mom do not scold him. His house is very big. He yourself in the mirror and feel good about the
has a cycle with gear. He can drive a scooty also. He person you see. They use positive language much
is very happy. When his mother goes to office, he more than negative language. They smile and
plays on phone or with his friend. According to me people like being around them because of their
he is a very happy person. However I feel, he should positive energy. They feel grateful and show
focus more towards his studies and spend less time gratitude. They appear to be aware of, and
on phone. I will definitely suggest him to study with thankful for, the good things they have and that
me and listen to his parents more.
happen to them.
Thank you

AARAV
SANVI
A positive attitude helps you cope more Positive thoughts and mindset give
easily with the daily affairs of life. It brings better quality of life by making our dayoptimism in your life and makes it easier to to-day problems more manageable. I try
avoid worries and negative thinking. If you my best to manifest positive attitude in
adopt it as a way of life, it would bring
my life, by focusing on the good things to
constructive changes into your life, and
watch, to hear and to do. I start my day
makes life happier, brighter and more
with a positive note that keeps me
successful. With the positive attitude you energetic throughout the day. It is
see the bright side of your life becoming challenging to stay positive when
optimistic and expecting the best to
something around us is going wrong. I
happen. It is certainly a state of mind that prefer talking to some people like my
is well worth developing.
mother and father who lift me up and
Positive attitude manifest in your life in
guide me to see the bright side of the
the following ways:
situation. To conclude, we should shed
1.Positive thinking.
negativity and start adapting positivity
2.Constructive thinking
that is the way of happiness in life.
3.Optimism
4.Motivation and energy to do things and REENA DAHIYA
Attitude
accomplish goals.
Attitude is the little thing that can make a
5.An attitude of happiness.
A positive frame of mind can help you in huge impact in every single area in your
life. When your attitude is right you will
many ways, such as :thrive and flourish. The universe feels your
1.Expecting success and not failure
attitude and you will manifest whatever
2.Making you feel inspired
3.It gives you the strength not to give up, if your attitude reflects. So let your attitude
be Electric!
you encounter obstacles on your way.
4.It makes you feel at failure and problems Positive thoughts
If you have a positive frame of mind, you
in blessings in disguise.
5.Believing in yourself and in your abilities. can manifest positive things in your life.
Shout to the universe, “All good things
6.Enables you to show self-esteem and
came to me”. Watch your manifestations
confidence.
became your reality.
7.You see and recognize opportunities.
8.You look for solutions instead of dwelling
on problems.
A positive attitude leads to happiness and
success.

AASHI
According to me the greatest pleasure of my life is my
parents ,my parents always support me and tell me the
importance of life and important of studies, according
to me my parents are the best parents, actually all the
parents are the best parents for their children. The way
I love my parents, all the children love their parents.
Our parents only have one expectation from us and that
is to get a good response in studies. If we give good
result, they fulfill all our wishes. Our parents’ one
expectation is equal to our uncountable wishes fulfilled
by them. They are our first teacher. They teach us
things that no one teaches us. The world PARENTS
stands for two another words and they are mother and
father. We should respect to our parents and love them
unconditionally.

YASH
The greatest pleasure for me is reading books as they
are very interesting and full of moral values. They help
us to learn new thing s in our life. When we feel bored,
we can read our books. We can carry them anywhere
and read at any time. The habit of reading books
enhance our vocabulary. They also help us to know
about our history.

YASHASVI
Many people ponder over the question 'what is the
greatest pleasure in life?', but the truth is that it varies
from person to person. For some, it is peace and quiet
while for some it is happiness while for others it's life
and so on. Personally, I feel that the greatest pleasure
in life is LIFE itself. To be able to experience the world,
travel to all amazing places, make your life as you
SAKSHI
want it to be, enjoy all the forms of art, and many
My greatest pleasure is my family. They are not perfect more things you could think of; it is the greatest
but I love them with all my heart. Family is not an
pleasure indeed. Though some people may argue that
important thing, it is everything. Family is like music life has many bitter moments, but then I would say
some high notes, some low notes but always a beautiful that happiness always has an end and you cannot be
song, where life begins and love never ends. A little of
happy forever. But then again, people will present
crazy, a little bit of loud, a whole lot of love. I love my
many arguments. But that doesn't change the fact
family so much because my family is in my heart and
that happy or not, being alive is the greatest pleasure.
my whole world.
That is all I have to share with you. Have a good day!
ARNAV
SUKRIT
Human Life is filled with many small and big moments of
The greatest pleasure in my life is playing outdoor
pleasure. Some of these pleasurable moments remain
games with friends. Because when we play we meet our with us for a long time. In my case, I find pleasure in
friends and our mind is free of stress, when we play
travelling with my parents. It all started with first trip
outdoor games, our mind positive and playing different with my family to a hill station in Himachal Pradesh. From
games is interesting also and the advantage of playing
that trip onwards, my love for the mountains kept on
outdoor games is that we lose our weight and stay
increasing. On first day of my trip, I woke up to see
healthy and in playing games we find new places,
clouds entering a cottage through the window. The sight
explore different parks which help us in doing many
of snow-covered mountains was amazing. Trekking
activities like cycling, hide and seek and cricket. While
through the forest and meeting friendly locals made it
playing we discuss about topics going in our schools.
memorable. Since my first trip, I have always been vocal
while deciding vacation and always ask my parents for a
vacation trip to mountains.
I had an opportunity of visiting more than 20 hill stations
in India and abroad. My most memorable trips were to
Palampur, Ranikhet, and Genting Highlands. I wish to be
a traveller, once I grow up and make a profession out of
my pleasurable passion.

PRANSHI DHANKHAR
Whenever I feel unhappy or sad, I do things that make
me happy such as painting, watching TV and playing
with my dog ''MURPHY ''. My parents are very loving
and caring, so whenever my mood is off, they make
me comfortable and help me to come out from this
situation.
YADAVI
Everybody has their own way or approach to deal with
things. And, yes, I believe that there must be a lot of
comfort due to the fact that there are a lot of sad and
upsetting things today. I think ,everyone, every human
being “with any feeling anyway” whether they want to
admit it or not, need comfort in knowing they are not
alone . It’s OK to cry, it’s OK to talk about why you are
sad. If I would be sad or upset I would like to comfort
myself from the person near to me or close to my
heart. They can be my parents, siblings, cousins or
friends. I would like to be pampered or sometimes,
even a hug may work. Getting emotional support from
the closed ones is a big YES for my comfort. As some
people may want to be left alone. I would prefer the
other way. Going for a movie or getting my favourite
ice-cream or playing games are some of the ways that
I can get comfort from. Such tactics would ease up my
mind and mood easily. It’s human nature to have the
need to be nurtured every now and then !!
NIA
When I am disappointed or upset, I like to munch
something because when we are cheerless a nice treat
helps us to retain energy. when I am extremely upset
sometimes, I like to weep because it makes us lighter
personally. I always like to be cheerful but sometimes
a cup of green tea in my dining room alone helps me a
lot to retain my cheerfulness. Again if I am sad, in
some situations brushing my teeth gives me pleasure it
may sound strange but it is my way as I think that
when I spit the tooth paste out, I spit my sadness and
anger too. When I scrub my teeth I scrub my sadness
too. I also have an another strange way- doing a talk
with myself, this makes me light and talking to a friend
makes me light too. These are my ways to comfort
myself when I am sad what are yours?

NEHAL
Everybody has their own way or approach to deal
with things. From my experiences in life so far, I
have realized that over the period of time I have
built up my own self-mechanism to combat such
situation. In all such events, I let myself first absorb
the whole emotion, for example if something is
bothering me so much that I feel extremely sad
because of it, I absorb that feeling and let it
overpower me till I break into tears.
AARAV
It’s difficult to calm us down when we are sad or
upset. So, it’s best to meditate or spend time with
our loved ones. Meditation doesn’t means just to sit
and concentrate it means to concentrate on
something you like to do. Sometimes I talk with my
puppy and sometimes I play with my toys or with
my dear family and friends. And I also watch
positive shows on my devices. Reading a novel also
makes me feel better.
ANUREET
I think you should listen to your heart. But when I
am sad or upset, I generally practice meditation,
listen to music, read book or go for a walk. And I will
ask many question to my heart. I would like to share
feeling with my loved ones like my grandma, mom,
grandpa, and dad. This will help me be comfortable.
Life is so difficult so enjoy your life and do what
your heart says. Thank you!
TARUN
grandmother and talk to her. Spending time with
her, makes my day better as I feel comfortable in
listening to her and sharing with her.
MEGHAN
I think you should always listen to your heart. I
would also listen to my heart and do things that
make me happy like listing to music. I would dance.
I would play or I will ask myself lot of questions and
would share them to my loved ones like my mom,
dad or my siblings. So just feel free and enjoy. The
world is hard but if you listen to your heart and
enjoy, then life will be easy. Thank you!

ADIRA

Energetic
I feel energetic most of the times because I do many things
throughout the day for example- I play, do exercise, go to a dance
academy and some more things. THANK YOU!

DEVEN
I feel boring in my free time because I have nothing to do in my free time
and most of time I lie on my bed that is why I feel boring in my free time.

JHANVI GIROTRA

I feel energetic most of the times to create something new and do a ny new activi ties, I don’t feel lazy
a nd sleepy a nd I am always ready for every l aborious work as when you a re busy i n work i t will give
you i nner s trength a nd side by side you feel happy a nd confident. We a ll s hould be energetic always
a nd for everything. We s hould find creative and energetic things to do i n our daily l ife but our energy
s hould be utilized for a fruitful work not for a destructive work s o we should realize our strength and
energy.
Tha nk you !!

PARANJAY
I feel energetic most of the time. I start my day going out for a walk. It’s a great way to
start the day for many reasons. After this I prepare myself breakfast that helps keep my
energy levels up for a longer time. In the morning, I select foods that are rich in protein.
Eating foods full of protein also help me feel energetic. I also go to my lawn tennis
academy. Playing in fresh air and sunshine boosts my mood and immune system. I take lots
of liquid to stay energized and hydrated. I sleep for 7 to 9 hours a day. This routine helps
me be energetic all the time.

ADWIKA
Positivity is an important quality of a person. It helps to
fight against difficult situations in our life. If we have a
positive mindset, we can keep all the people
surrounding us happy. Serve others with full dedication.
One can enhance positivity within himself through
selfless service, practice of yoga and meditation and
balancing attitude. Thus, positivity itself has multiple
dimensions which can increase the individual and
community welfare as well. Similarly, fearlessness is
also is a great part of our personality. A fearless person
with positive ideas is indeed as an asset of the society.
It comes from dedication, hard work, focused approach
and a spirit of adventurism.
AVYAM
Some things that keep me mentally strong and fearless
are:
1. Focus on making myself happy first.
2. I accept any challenge given to me so I can prove
myself.
3. Learning from all of my mistakes: I have not
attempted one question of science but I have learned
from my mistake that I will recheck and revise my exam
thoroughly.
4. Setting small target first- like I said “I will walk 5
miles per day” instead of that I should say “I will walk 5
miles per week”.
5. If something that is my favorite is missing I will not
cry instead I will try to find it or forget about it.
6. Celebrate for the good but don’t cry on the bad
7. Think only positive not a single negative thing
because negative thinking makes us sad and we can’t
live mentally strong and fearless.
AYANA
Mental health includes our emotional, psychological
and social well-being. It affects how we think, feel and
act. It also helps to determine how we handle stress,
related to others, and make choices. Mental health is
important at every stage of life, from childhood and
adolescence through adulthood.
NIRVAN
A person needs to be mentally strong and fearless to
achieve his goals and have ultimate happiness in his life.
Being mentally strong and fearless one has to practice
certain things such as yoga and meditation and sport
activities. A good vacation with family members also
helps refresh and relax my mind. Last but not the least,
one needs to be honest and truthful to be truly fearless.

OJAS
My parents make me strong and fearless because they
give me confidence and ability to do work. My father
always says that you should change yourself and my
mother say you should never give up. Thus my parents
give confidence and help in difficult situations. Only my
parents makes me fearless and string Today I am thankful
to my parents because they taught me how to be strong
and fearless.
REYNSH
• Focus on the moment.
• Embrace adversity.
• Exercise your mind.
• Challenge yourself.
• Respond positively.
• Be mindful.
• Don't be defeated by fear.
• Be aware of self-talk.
• Rid yourself of can't.
• Stumble toward success.
• Find solutions.
• Be grateful.
• Make it an everyday pursuit.
• Define your
• Moments.
• Brace yourself for the storms.
SANVI
• Master your emotions
• Set New Goals
• Making a list to master your work
• Focus on making yourself happy first
• No risk equals no reward
• We all make mistakes
• We all are equal
• We should never doubt anyone by their environment
SAANVI SINGH
Thinking Positive and reading books makes us Mentally
Strong. And try new things makes us fearless. We should
set new challenges in our life. We should not be afraid of
problems instead of we should focus on the solution of
problem. Try to make healthy choices. Every day we should
do any activity of our interest our. We should be optimistic
towards life. we should not follow blindly to anyone and
learn to say ‘NO’ too. We should make ourselves physically
strong by sports and exercise.
SHIKSHA
The mentally strong is someone who is the tune with
his/her own body and emotional thoughts and is able to
have a positive outlook on most things in life.

SHIVAM
Mental health is equally important to
physical health as health is defined as
state of complete physical, mental and
social well being and not merely the
absence of disease and infirmity.
In life there are times when you need to
be
mentally sharp and to make good
decisions fast. Here are some ways to
become more strong
1. Focus on the moment
2.Embrace adversity
3. Exercise your mind
4. Challenge yourself
5. Response positively
6. Be mindful
7. Don't be defeated by fear
8. Be aware of self talks
9. Find solutions
10.Be grateful
SMILE
• Master your emotions
• Set New Goals
• Focus on the moment
• Focus on making yourself happy first
• No risk equals no reward

TANISHQ
My parents always encourage me to
become mentally strong and fearless. They
always help me to take decisions
whenever I am in dilemma. They always
ask me to do new things and motivate me
in difficult situations. To make me
mentally strong, they always ask me to do
exercise, help needy people and have
healthy food.
TEJAS
In this time when we are facing pandemic
like Covid-19, We have to be mentally
strong. We should practice yoga and
exercise. The mind and body are
connected with each other. Meditation
helps us to focus and tune out distraction
our brain need to be recharge we should
give rest to our mind. We should hear
soothing music or read a sleeping book.
VANSH
I am going to tell you how we can make
ourselves mentally strong:• Read books like Charlie & the Chocolate
Factory.
• Do meditation every morning and share
your feelings with your parents &
friends
• Set new goals and focus on making
yourself happy.
• Master your emotions.

What makes you
laugh the most…?
Neyati
Reading a story book or listening jokes does not make me
laugh so much than playing with my family and friends.
But this is truth I like to play. This is my best hobby of all.
It makes me laugh. It is a good exercise for me. It makes
me laugh a lot. I like to play and visit each other’s house.

Bhavishya

Laughing is the key to a healthy and happy life. I love to sit
and laugh with my close friends and family.
1) I laugh the most when I see a comedy movie. The funny
characters in the film make me laugh a lot.
2) I find it hilarious when someone mimics the sounds of
animals and birds.
3) Watching cartoons is a favourite thing to do. I laugh a
lot while watching Duck-tales and Winnie- the Pooh as all
characters are very humorous.
4) I also laugh a lot when grandfather cracks jokes. He tells
stories mixed with silly jokes and our family enjoys
laughing when he narrates.
5) I burst into laughter when someone tickles me on my
stomach.
6)Laughter helps us to relieve stress from our mind, but
we should never laugh at someone’s.

Bhavye

Laughter is the key to a healthy and happy life. I laugh a
lot while watching cartoons. Cartoon characters are fun to
watch and simultaneously increase exposure to real life
situation.I watch lots of cartoon shows and I like all of
them. But, my favourite cartoon character is Shinchan.
Shinchan Nohara is a five year old kid from Japan. Just like
me, he is fond of eating chocolates and watching his
favourite cartoon “Action kamen”.I find it hilarious when
he mimics about her mother ‘Misae Nohara’. Shinchan
through his stories allows me explore the various
emotions, happiness, joy and sadness.
The thing, I that we should not care about what other
think and live life to the fullest. All my family members
watch it along. This makes me happy.

Himani

Tickling makes me laugh the most. I laugh when someone
tickles me in my under arm or on stomach.

Riana
Laughter is the key to a healthy and happy life .I love to
sit and laugh with my close friends and family. I laugh at
myself sometimes, If I say something silly or forget
something obvious. Life is easier when you don’t take
yourself too seriously. Since childhood, I love the standup comedian Mr Bean. In fact, I still enjoy watching the
old fashioned Mr Bean episodes or skits. I laugh at my
pets sometimes, when they do funny or awkward
things.
Saksham
Life is full of fun. Fun and laugh brightens our life. There
are many things that make me laugh. For example, my
maternal grandpa in the dress of clown makes me
laugh. My pet Oreo, the dog of spitz breed also makes
me laugh when it tries to hold big ball in his mouth and
can’t hold it. This makes me laugh. There is one more
thing that makes me laugh is when my father poses to
be angry and actually he is not. He does this to make
me follow certain home rules. His artificial face
expression makes me laugh. Also, some funny series on
Netflix also makes me laugh. So, laughing is a regular
act of mine and it makes my life shine.
Star
Everything that is funny around me makes me laugh. I
laugh the most when I am with my friends. We laugh
together at the jokes we tell. We play and simply tease
each other, that is the funniest thing and make me
laugh a lot. The time I spend with my friends is the best
and that is when I find myself happiest. They always
make me laugh even when I don’t feel good. Doraemon
is my favourite cartoon character and I laugh
uncontrolled every time I watch it.
Mishika
Watching Sarabhai vs. Sarabhai makes me laugh most
because it is an Indian sitcom. I make sure to watch it
daily on Disney+ Hotstar as soon as I get free.I just love
being part of their crazy lives! The show revolves
around the lives of an upper class Gujrati family, the
Sarabhais, who live in luxury apartment. The family
consists of Maya and Indravadan Sarabhai, who have
three children Sahil, Sonya and Rosesh. Much of the
humour in the show is derived from the small
interactions among the city's elite and their perceived
notions of the short comings and failings of middle-class
society. I am looking forward for its fresh season.

When you are angry,
how do you feel?

Chinmay
When s omething happens whic h I don’t like, I bec ome angry. I feel
s ad. I feel like fighting with others when I am angry. I feel lonely.
I want others to s ay s orry to me. I want attention when I’m
angry. We all s tart to fight on the s mall things and destroy our
relationship with other people. I think we s hould not quarrel with
others on s mall things. We s hould understand others feelings and
always s tay happy.
Harnoor Kaur
When I am angry, I feel very ups et.I don't want to talk to anyone.I
don't want to eat anything.I s it als o alone in my room. When I’m
angry I watc h T .V programs like Barrister Babu and I want to play
with my Barbie doll.At that time I want to eat pizza,burger
c hoc olates etc. I n this way, I c ome to my normal mood again
s hortly because anger does n't s olve any problem but c an des troy
and everything.
Chesta
Sometimes when I don’t get things what I want for me, I feel
very bad. I want to get my needs fulfilled immediately.
Sometimes, I los e my temper and break things. I go to my
parents and demand things . When I am angry, I take long
breaths . I go for a walk. I do s ome phys ical ac tivities to relieve
my s tress and then I like to lis ten to mus ic at that time.
Varun
When I get angry,my heart rate inc reas es, I feel s tressed. M y anger
als o triggers anxiety; at that time my mind is not in my c ontrol. I
c an’t take good dec isions. M y emotions are not in my c ontrol s o, I
s tart taking deep breaths and c hange my thinking and analyse why
I am feeling angry...
Vidhu Raj Malik
When I am angry, I feel very bad. I don’t want to talk with that
pers on at that moment,who makes me angry. A t that time, I
watc h T .V . programs like –TechnoGamerz, M ythpat, L ive I nsaan
and T riggered I nsaan etc. I want to s pend s ome time in my room
and want to eat s ome fas t foods like P izza, C hocolate, Burger,
C hoc o L ava C ake and G arlic Bread Sticks etc. A nd when I am
angry I like to make farms in M inec raft. I n this way, I pamper
mys elf and c ome to relaxed mood again s hortly bec ause anger
does n’t s olve anything, it builds nothing, but c an des troy
everything.
Harshit a Bansal
When I am angry I feel bad. I am not able to c ontrol my anger. I
s tart breaking things in my hous e. I c ry a lot, I feel lonely.
I feel nobody loves me, nobody
c ares for me. I s tart hitting
people around me.
T hen my mother c alms me down and I realis e my mis take.
Vihaan A hlawat
I feel very irritated. I feel s ad too. I s tart hitting my brother.
M y fac e turns red. I get tens ed.
A vni
A nger is an emotion whic h every person s ometimes experiences. I
feel angry when I am mis understood or treated badly. When I am
angry, I feel like to s c ream on others even if I love them. I
unders tand that anger c an c reate problems and affec t our
relationship with other people. T o manage my anger, I always try
to think before I s peak and take long deep breaths. I als o try to
forgive others and find the pos s ible s olutions.
Jivisha Hooda
When I am angry, I want to s it alone in my room and play with my
toys . P laying with my favourite toys help me to overc ome my
anger. I love drawing s o I us ually express my anger through my
artwork. I als o pen down the inc ident whic h made me angry in my
diary as I have the habit of diary-writing. M y parents s pend enough
time with me to help me analys e the mis takes whic h led to
s ituation of anger. I think that we s hould try to remain c alm and ac t
wis ely.
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A rnav
When I bec ome angry, I s top talking to everyone and get
irritated on s mall things. T hen my parents calm me down by
doing my favourite ac tivities and when I bec ome normal they
tell me how to c ontrol our anger by feeling and thinking
about the things from others point of view and when
s omething frus trate us we s hould avoid that s ituation, then I
realis e my mis take and promise to c ontrol my anger in
future.
Rakshit
I feel like. I want to Sc ream, Kic k and H it! I want to Stomp
my foot. I want to throw things around! I t is hard to think
c learly. I want to explain my feelings . I feel unc omfortable.
A dwita Khatri
I feel angry in many ways . Sometimes, I get angry with
mys elf for not being able to ac c omplish the tas ks given to
me. For example; when I was playing a game of badminton in
a team and I made my team loos e, I was irritated with mys elf
and felt angry. When I am angry I fight with everyone but
after a while when my mind is c ool again I regret it.

Lavika
When I get angry, I feel bad. I want to hit that pers on. When
I am unable to do so, I usually c omplain to my parents ,
teachers or elders . A t that moment, I don’t talk to anybody
and don't play with them.
Devanshi Sharma
I get angry when s omeone makes fun of me. I don’t feel like
talking to anyone. I s it quietly and think why this happens
only with me. When I tell everything to my mother, s he
boos ts my c onfidence by s aying that everyone has s omething
good and bad and we s hould never underestimate ours elves.
We s hould fac e whatever is happening and s tand c onfidently
in any s ituation. C rying never helps a pers on to ac hieve
anything great.
Swastik Dahiya
H umans have s everal emotions. Sometimes we feel happy,
s ometimes s ad, and at s ome other time, we feel angry.
A nger is also a kind of human emotion and it is normal to be
angry at times . Sometimes I als o feel bad when other Kids
teas e me or c all me with funnynames that make me angry. I
try to c alm mys elf by c ounting ten and later s hare it with my
family members .D on't let anger be the bos s of you. T ake
c harge of it!
Ridhi
A ngry means displeasure or full of anger, in whic h I feel angry
and do not feel relaxed in s tudy als o. T his is c ommon emotion
when s omeone does not understand my feelings or dis turbs
me unnec essarily. When I am in anger, I try to c ontrol my
dis pleasure s o that I do not dis turb others. T o relax mys elf, I
always s tart doing s ome activities that give happiness to me
and I s tart reading c ommon books whic h helps me to relax.
Mohit
When I am angry then I feel very unhappy and
unc omfortable. I feel that no one unders tands me and no
one loves me. But jus t then I think about my parents and
my family, they love me s o muc h and then my anger goes
away when they are near me to take c are and love me.I
love them very muc h.
Gaurika
When I am angry, I feel lonely, I want to s hout loudly, s it in a
c orner, write my expres sion in a diary and als o want to throw
the objec ts here and there. A nger is sometime good for me
bec ause it helps me to express mys elf in front of everyone. I
als o try to inform my parents about the reas on of my anger
and try to s ettle down my anger.

Aarav Duhan

When I am alone at home I am more excited than being
afraid.I feel like an independent bird. I eat snacks which my
mother prepared for me then I read story books and watch
my favourite television programmes. Then I go for sleep .I
feel a bit afraid but follow the safety measures which my
parents taught me like. Do not open door for strangers and
how to use electronic gadgets.I feel that I am the king of
house but after a few hours I start missing my parents.I love
my mom and dad.

Akshita

I am not somebody who enjoys staying alone. I like to stay
around people and always need somebody to play or chat
with me. My parents have never left me alone at home but I
sometimes like to spend some time alone in my room. It is
like being in a different world. My dolls and toys become my
friends. I love to “pretend play” with them for hours. At
times I am the doctor and my dolls are my patients. I
become their teacher sometimes or we become neighbours
and enjoy a tea party. Another thing that I absolutely love
to do is paint or play with clay dough while listening to my
favourite music in the background.

Khanak

I feel lonely but I try to pass time by engaging myself with
some activities related to study and play some games. First,
I complete the homework given by the teachers, if it is left. I
maintain my diary of daily routines related to school work
and other activities. I keep track of my parents that when
they are coming back home. After completion of homework,
I play piano, watch my favourite cartoon “Doremon” or
comedy serial “Tarak Mehata Ka Ulta C hasma”. If I get more
time, then I start solving math sums or read story books.
Painting and craft is also my favourite topic which I do
when no one is present at home. Sometime I try to learn
dance steps on my favorite song.

Krivam

Since I have grown now like a grown up child, I want to help
my mom in her domestic work and want to prepare food for
her when she comes back home. I want to do a lot of
experiments like making soap solution and other crazy
things. I feel like playing with my toys and waiting for my
parents to come back home. Also I wish I could have a pet
dog with which I can play while being alone at home and tell
him my stupid stories and sit on his back when no-one is at
home.

Manan

Whenever my mom-dad goes to the market for grocery
shopping, I am all alone at home. At first, I become very
happy and watch television. I enjoy at home a lot. I play
games. But after sometime, I feel lonely and bored. I miss
my parents and I don’t have anything to do. I usually call
my parents to ask them by when will they be returning back
home. I get very scared also as I am all alone and hear
some creepy voices near the house. But my parents always
tell me that there is nothing to be scared about if you are at
your own house and have the doors locked. But I like being
alone at home sometimes.

Parnika
As my both parents are working so sometimes I have to

stay alone at home. I always lock the door when I am
alone at home. As I have to stay alone for small

duration of time,I spend my time in watching TV
and videos on YouTube. In afternoons, I do some study

also or take a small nap. Sometimes I feel scared also.
At that time I call my parents. I don’t respond to

doorbell in case any stranger is there. My parents have
got C C TV cameras installed so they can see who was at

home.I don’t like to be alone but sometimes I enjoy
being alone. I do my favourite craft work also when I

am alone. If I feel hungry, I eat some snacks. I eagerly
wait for my parents to return back. I feel really happy

when they are back home.

Prisha
When I’m alone at my home, I feel slightly fearful but
also excited. I prefer not to roam around in the house I
keep the Television on for company as it makes me feel
less nervous.Even sitting in a dark room makes me
slightly apprehensive so I put aside the curtains to let
the sunlight in as it makes me less jumpy. I also
recheck whether the door is locked for extra
safety.When I’m home alone and taking my online
classes, I feel less afraid as it keeps me busy and close
to my friends and teacher. I however also feel slightly
excited as I can read books for fun, play computer
games, type word documents, and play with my toys,
watch television, paint or colour on my parents’
computer. I mainly prefer to do art work as it is very
soothing and interesting at the same time. My elders
usually tell me that they will be back soon before they
actually leave so I eagerly wait for them to return
home.

Yajat
I will be scared if I am all alone at my house. Different
types of scary thoughts will come in my mind like what
if someone unknown person comes to my house and
rings the bell, I will be more scared that whether I
should reply or not as they can be my parents also and
what if someone broke into my house. These all scary
things come to my mind. When I think of “What if I am
alone at my house”

Muskan
The current affairs are very important
because they are constantly changing. This
is to test a student’s ability to be abreast
of what is happening in the world. There
are many events which have a political or
even a social significance in the current
time. These events are collectively called
current affairs. Certain events which
happen in a country can affect the
happenings going in the other parts of the
world.

Anahita Batra
In today’s life, so many changes are
occurring in less than a minute. Current
affairs help us to know about what is
happening around us. If we don’t know
current affairs, we will be a mockfigure for
others. We can know current affairs from
televisions, social media, magazine and
newspaper etc. From current affairs, we can
make planning for our future. In many
competitive exams, interviews current
affairs play an essential role to mark the
performance of a candidate.So, we should
keep ourselves up to date with current
affairs.
Arman
Current affairs tell us about what is happening
in the world. They help us to stayprotected.
Sometimes, we get to know about thieves,
protest, etc. happening around us. We can
know about current affairs from news,
television etc.It is about business, sports,
money, politics, education, employment,
crime, ethics and more. You get information
about achievements of people.
Pranit
Current affairs are the day to day incidents
and events around us. It is something that
really helps us to grow both on personal as
well as academic level. With the help of
current affairs, you will be more creative and
innovative, and your sense of humour will be
refined and hobby and you will become an
intellectual person.

Rudra Batra
Current affairs are the day to day incidents
and events happening around us. They
play an important role in a student’s
life.Reading daily current affairs will help
in gaining more knowledge and one can
know the news happening around them.
There are many difficult examinations like
UPSC, SSC, and IBPS where current
affairs section has a great weightage.

Shaurya
As we grow older, current affairs helps
us to know what is happening in the
world. It helps in gaining general
knowledge. Current affairs help to know
the most important events of the day.
It improves our vocabulary, oral and
listening skills.
Developing an interest in current affairs
gives a new shape to today's education
system.
Tanisha Harjai
Reading daily current affairs will help us in
gaining more knowledge.It helps the
students to understand the importance of
people, events and issues through
News.Studying current affairs help in
opening up communication between
students and parents.Keeping up with
current events,keeps us aware about what
is going on around the world.
Arshiya Phougat
It helps them to develop curiosity over
various important events taking place
across the globe.It helps students in
their overall development and face
the world outside with great
confidence.

During this lockdown, I played many
indoor games. I liked playing chess the
most. It is a very nice game. I love to
play it. It is a board game. Board has
two colours black and white.
I love to play with blocks also. I like to
play with them because they can be
joined. These games need mental
analysis, so everyone should play these
games.
Bhavik
My favourite mind game is Schulte
Table. I like it because it is related to
Mathematics and Math is my favourite
subject. I love Maths. We have to
complete this game in 30 seconds. This
activates our mind and makes it sharp.
I like to play this game with my friends.
I love mind games.
Rudraksh
I play many games but chess is my
favourite mind game. In chess, there
are six different types of chess pieces.
Each side starts with 16 pieces of white
and black colour. There are eight
pawns,two bishops,two knights,two
rooks,one king and one queen on each
side. The person having white side
starts the game with the first move and
the game gets over when the king is
checkedmate. The limit of the game is
forty moves and the time limit for the
game is five minutes.
Mehaan

My favourite toy is Jigsaw-Puzzle. I
have three Jigsaw-Puzzles. One board
has pictures of Seven Wonders of the
World. The second puzzle has the
pictures of FreedomFighters and the
third one

has the pictures of animals.
In the first Jigsaw-Puzzle, I love to
make TajMahal which is in India and
also the Pyramids of Giza. I also love
to complete the puzzle of animals
which has pictures of dolphins,
panther, giraffe and polar bear.
Advik
During this lockdown, I played many
indoor games at my house. Out of
which, chess is my favourite. It is a
very nice game. I love to play it. It is
a board game. Board has two colours
black and white.I love to play with
blocks also. I like to play with them
because they can be joined. These
games need mental analysis, so
everyone should play these games.
Riya
My favourite puzzle game is Penguins
on Ice. This is a game which is made
by smart games. The game has 4
sections [starter, junior, expert and
master]. Only one player can play at a
time, this game is played on a board
[which comes with the game]. On the
board there are blocks in which we
place the pieces. Each piece [that
looks like a block of ice] has a
penguin on it which is supposed to be
placed exactly as shown on the
booklet. There are total of 5 pieces
and 80 challenges and the numbers
of blocks on the board are 25.
Gautam

Movies not only entertain us
but also enhance our
knowledge. Write about your
favourite movie with
educational content.

Mayurika
Documentary is a film, television or radio programme
that gives facts or information about a particular
subject.

Samayra Gupta
Documentary is a film which shows an event based on
facts. A documentary tells us about a true story or a real
life story. Yes, I like to watch documentary because it is
based on real and true story and gives us a lot of
information.
Documentaries have power to educate.

Dakshita
Documentary is a reality based movie. It tells us facts
and truth. I want to watch documentary on Mahatma
Gandhi because he is the father of nation and he
helped the nation in getting freedom. Mahatma Gandhi
followed the path of truth and non- violence. Mahatma
Gandhi was a very simple man with high thinking.

What is importance
of news in
student’s life?

Yashvi
Reading newspapers daily increases the word
power of students as they learn different
words from there. They can note them down
with their meanings. Knowledge of good words
helps in writing good essays &answers in
examinations.
SuhaanAnand
News is very important in a student’s life. It
tells us what is happening around the
world. It increases our knowledge and
makes us smart and confident. Newsmakes
us aware about different fields like politics,
sports, science etc. We get news from
different sources like newspaper, television,
radio, internet etc. Reading newspaper
improves our reading skills and we get to
learn new words. We should make it a habit.
Myra
News is the best source of general knowledge.
Students easily get information about what is
going on around the world. It enables them to
remain well informed about politics, sports
recent discoveries etc. It makes them a good
speaker. Students get information about
various topics with the help of news. It
provides useful ideas about research and
projects.
Maheera
News is the information about the happenings
around us. News stands for NORTH, EAST,
WEST and SOUTH which means it ’s the source
of knowledge about the outside world. It gives
us information about weather, sports events,
politics and entertainment field. News is the
main break through for all new launches,
developments and improvements in all fields.
It increases kids learning and reading skills as
they get to know new words by reading and
listening news. News makes us aware about
the current world’s situation and helps us in
building our social skills.
Saransh
Newspapers bring the world to our homes
every day. They form the connection
between an individual and the outside

world. They make us aware of the activities
taking place in the world. They carry many
important announcements, job,
advertisements, notices, opinion and
activities. One should cultivate the habit of
reading the newspaper as it helps in
broaden our viewpoint. It also helps to
improve our vocabulary and language skill.
In addition, they are also a great medium
of knowledge. We get our daily dose of
news from newspaper in the morning.As
the world is advancing rapidly, everything
is becoming digital these days from our
shopping to news.
Akshansh
There are several advantages of news in our
life. These are the best source of providing
good reading and listening abilities.
Information about a country, games, sports
& entertainment can be gained from news.
It helps students at the time of preparation
of competitions and quiz shows.
Therefore, one must read newspapers.
Vedansh
News is important valuable for students
because they are in a learning phase of their
life. A student can get news from many
sources like T.V., Newspaper, internet etc.
Daily reading of newspaper enhances the
vocabulary of students. They can learn
different words from there. Good vocabulary
helps in writing good essays in examination.
T.V. and Media are a great source of new
information. It is very helpful in creating
social awareness. It gives information of
what is happening around the world.
Students are advised to read the newspaper
and see the news on TV regularly as it gives
them many benefits. It helps the students
to prepare for various competitive exams.
Student can enhance their general
knowledge too.

Reading books gives knowledge and information about world around us. I
have recently read “Captain Underpants, Sharks, Math games for clever
kids, Global Warming”. I read about greenhouse effect, earth’s atmosphere,
and sharks. I solved some interesting puzzles as well. Reading comics, story
books make us happy as they are funny. From books, we get to know right
things to do, improve our communication skills, understanding of things
happening around us like how cars move, how tunnels are made, about
solar system, traffic rules and healthy food etc.

We need to read good books to get inspired and motivation in life. It develops
our thoughts and gives us knowledge to keep our mind active. Good books can
hold all kinds of information, thought and feelings unlike anything else in this
world. Good books allow us to see things from a completely different perspective.
Books give us new ideas. We constantly learn when we read good books. When
we choose a good book to read, it gives multiple benefits to our body and mind.

Reading books gives knowledge and information about world around us. I have
recently read “Captain Underpants, Sharks, Math games for clever kids, Global
Warming”. I read about greenhouse effect, earth’s atmosphere, and sharks. I
solved some interesting puzzles as well. Reading comics, story books make us
happy as they are funny. From books, we get to know right things to do, improve
our communication skills, understanding the things happening around us like how
cars move, how tunnels are made, about solar system, traffic rules and healthy
food etc.

Books are our friends that never leave us. I have
read several books but My favourite book is
Princess.
I have read this book but I want to read it again
as it contains some of my favourite characters. It
is one of the best story book
I have ever read.
Nyra

Even though books are the world of wizards and
magic But my favourite one is The Cat and The
Rat .As cat was extremely alert when it came to
catching rats. I like this story because It gives us
a moral-' The wise let themselves be tricked
twice.
Lavanya I read many books but one of my
favourite book is Panchtantra. It is very
entertaining. It has many stories and ending of
the story is full of fun.
Abhijai
I read several books but the first book I read
was ‘The Cat In Hat.’ It is a very nice
book.There was a cat and It was in a hat.The
hat was big.I liked this book very
much because the cat was very funny and
naughty.
Vedant

I like reading books very much. The first
book I read was A Fly went By. It is my
supplementary reader book. I like this book
because it is very funny and entertaining.
Lavya
Books are our best friends. I like reading
books a lot, mainly storybooks. The first
book, I read was Cat in the Hat and it
became one of my favourite book. I like
reading it again and again. It is a very funny
and or interesting book.
DakshChugh

I like reading and the first book, I read was
Champak. I liked the book very much
because of its interesting characters having
funny names. This comic book includes
fantastic stories of animals living in
"champak wan", it has riddles and funny
puzzles. I read this comic book with my
father during bed time and all the stories
were very interesting to read. There were
lots of coloured pictures and they make the
stories more interesting.
Ridhima

Aadya Jain
• To grow into healthy and happy individuals,
one needs to eat nutritious
and balanced food.
• One should not skip any
meal or any food group in
their meal .
Atharv Singh
• Healthy food helps to fight diseases.
• Healthy food includes milk, cereals and
fruits. Let’s enjoy them!
Bhavishya Jadon
1. To stay healthy, we should eat healthy
food.
2. Avoid junk food.
Divisha Airan
• I used to eat junk food due to which I
had stomach ache. So, we should eat only
healthy food to stay fit
and fine.
• Eat a balanced meal.
Evani
1)Healthy food helps us to improve our
health.
2) Healthy food makes our body active and
strong.
Ivaan Sindhu
• If you eat healthy food, you feel good and
look healthy.
• It gives you energy.
Jennisha
• Food must be balanced.
• A balanced diet is very important for

us to be healthy.
Ketika
• Healthy food helps in growth of our body.
• Healthy food gives us strength and
energy. Naitik
Mittal
1. Healthy food is good for our mind
and body.
2.It gives us strength.
Prabhnoor Bhayana
• We all eat food, it gives us energy.
• Healthy food keeps us healthy and strong.
Rudraveer Nandal
• Healthy food is essential forstrong
immunity.
• If you eat healthy food, you will live long.
Sayam Bansal
1.Eating healthy helps us to boost
our immunity.
2. It keeps our skin, teeth, and
eyes healthy.
Tiara
• Healthy food helps us to grow.
• Junk food invites obesity, so we
should avoid eating junk food.
Veeraj
• Healthy food protects us from
diseases.
• It keeps us fresh and energetic.

Avika Malik

1. Good sleep makes us

more energetic.

2.It makes our memory

sharp.

Avani Bhakar
1.Good sleep gives us more
energy and helps in improving
concentration.
2.Good sleep reduces stress
and boosts our memory.

Raizel
1.Sleep can improve our
memory.
2. Sleep can boost our
immune system.

GarvitPruthi
Good sleep gives us more
energy.
Good sleep helps us to
reduce weight.

Amayra Bhargav
1.Good sleep improves our
concentration and enhances
memory.
2.Good sleep also improves
our immune system and
keeps us healthy.

Sehajleen
Good sleep makes us
healthy.
Good sleep improves
memory.

Shivanshi
Good sleep helps you to live
stronger and longer.
Healthy mind lives in a
healthy body.

